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This issue:

BY THE POND
KATIE CHAPMAN, DIRECTOR
Were you that kid? The one who was always playing by the water's edge,
finding bugs and other creatures to investigate? I'm still that kid! There's
something about exploring by the shore that is peaceful and exciting at
the same time. Every once in a while you can find a whopper, such as a
crayfish or giant water bug (otherwise known as a toe nipper)!
I am having memories pop up from last year on Facebook -- when our area
was locked down and my kids were distance learning, we hit the road and
began hiking, playing and learning in our local parks. We went to Shetek,
Garvin, Camden, Redwood, Blue Mounds, Palisades, Pipestone, and many
others! Each held its own charm and opportunities for education, but more
importantly to us, each had bodies of water in which we could dabble and
find treasures. Somehow the water and its curiosities drew us in.
Now that restrictions are gradually lifting and we are back to our busy
schedule, our time in local parks has lessened some. So has our dabbling
in lakes and ponds. Fortunately, as the nature lady at SLM I get to teach
about pond exploration! Take some time this summer to investigate a
lakeshore or stream close to you -- who knows what you'll find!
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-- Katie

Students at the Science and Nature
Conference exploring a tub of lake
water -- they found snails, leeches,
backswimmers, a crayfish, and more!
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Shetek Environmental Learning Center provides a
total living and learning experience. We create
enthusiasm for hands on learning, provide
kinesthetic activities, enhance education in
diverse subject areas, build classroom
relationships, and encourage personal growth
and discovery with each program.
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BUILD A BIRDHOUSE
MAY 2ND: 3:00-4:30PM
Join us for building an easy and cute
birdhouse, and a birding hike! All ages
welcome -- we'll learn about different
kinds of Minnesota birds and even meet
our camp duck, Puddles!
Cost: $15/household

TODDLERS & TREES
MAY 15TH: 3:00-4:30PM
Toddlers and Trees events are designed
with little ones in mind! Come and make
a craft, play outside, hear a story, and
enjoy a healthy snack! All family
members welcome -- activities are
geared for ages 1 and up.
Cost: $15/family

Why did the
farmer plant seeds
in a pond?
He was trying to
grow a water-melon
All SLM Public Event dates are subject
to postponement or cancellation. All
events will have COVID-19 risk
mitigation policies in place, such as
mask-wearing while indoors, social
distancing, and sanitizing hands,
equipment, and surfaces.
Please contact Katie Chapman,
Environmental Education Director, for
more information on these measures.

Click here to register!

CREATING SLIME!
MAY 22ND: 3:00-4:00PM
Making slime is a simple way to create a
fun, tactile play thing that is great for
both kids and adults! Want to get your
hands dirty and be creative at the same
time? Making slime is so fun -- join us
to make your own colorful creation!
Cost: $15/household

Click here to register!
Payments are due the day of the event -- contact us if you'd like to pre-pay for your
choice of events beforehand. Thanks!
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Environmental Service
TAKING CARE OF OUR EARTH!

Why is environmental service important to growing kids?
Learning how to care for the Earth has many benefits. Kids learn that they are not just residents, but also resources, in
their communities by doing so! By helping to clean up and protect the environment around them, children come to
understand that we all have a shared responsibility. Environmental stewardship is possible at any age -- little ones can
pick up litter on walks, learn about recycling, and use less water while brushing teeth and washing hands. Older
children are capable of learning about the 3 R's -- reusing, reducing and recycling -- and can participate in community
endeavors such as a highway or river clean up! Take some time to talk with your kids about taking care of our one wild
and precious Earth -- we all have the responsibility, and the ability, to do our part. Environmental stewardship involves
building the development of our core values and beliefs. Our knowledge of all humans being a part of the environment
is essential. The actions that people of all ages take to preserve and protect the environment can have impacts both
locally and globally. For kids, it is also important that they understand their future role as stewards of the environment.

Our OWLS are doing GREAT!
KATIE CHAPMAN
Many of you are very invested in the well-being of our great horned owl family, and for good reason -- they're absolutely
fascinating! The owlets are getting big and strong, and keep their parents busy by demanding food throughout the day. They
will begin to start leaving the nest for short jaunts out onto the branches surrounding the cavity in the tree where they
hatched. Once they get stronger and get their adult feathers, they will be on their own. Stay tune for more of their journey!

Thank you to Steve Bloemendaal and Betty & Gabby Patch for the amazing photos!
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Thank you to all of the attendees of our birdhouse building class for
your creative energy and great eyes as we went on our bird hike!

Get Involved!
Volunteer Opportunities are always
available here at Shetek! Call us at
Shetek Lutheran Ministries to find out
more about how you can help!

Needs
-- New or Gently Used Cross
Country Skis --- New or Gently Used
Snowshoes --- New or Gently Used Ski
Poles --- Storage totes, drawer sets,
tubs, etc. --- Clear & Clean Mason Jars
and Rings ---New Backpacks --- Gardening Tools in Good
Condition --- Garden Seeds (Flowers,
Veggies, Herbs) --- Wild Birdseed -We also have a variety of
carpentry and other servicerelated volunteer
opportunities -- email Katie to
find out more!
Every Donation Makes a
Difference! Thank You!
Shetek Lutheran Ministries
14 Keeley Island Dr.
Slayton, MN 56172
507-763-3567
Katie: Katie@shetek.org
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